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1.1 Background of the study
The stock m arket is an anchor to th e fina ncia l secto r, providing a platform for us er s and suppliers
of financial instruments for investment purposes in the stocks of companies. In a well-functioning
market investors prefer the successful companies with high performing stocks more than those
with lower margins. The shares of a high performing company have been seen to be related to the
other companies listed in the same stock market where the expected dividend growth and the prices
of the shares are well reflected in the stock market. (Ross, 1976)
In his study Fama (1965) realizes that one of the characteristics of investors in an efficient market
is that they are rational and seek to maximize their profits. As a result of this nature, they actively
compete to predict future stock prices. However, this prediction is only based on publicly available
information
Stock markets exhibi t vo latility over a peri od of time which makes predictability a challenge to
investors giv en the availabil ity of useful inf ormation is limited . T his means that stock markets
expe rience movements up and do wn in response to shocks that are a result of numerous factors.
This happens over a very short period of tim e . In the past, the excess volatility in stock markets
ha s dri ven investors to shi ft their resources to risk-free assets and other securities with minimal
risks. It is therefore nec essary fo r investors and their advisors to understand the dynamic
movements within the stock markets. Variou s studies in the past have explained that different
vari ables differ in terms of the potential to explain the variations in the stock retUI11S of different
markets hence the importance of multi factor models.
For healthy growth of any eco no my to tak e place, efficien t stock markets are critical det erminants.
It sho uld be characteri stic of the market s to reflect the information behind the share prices
prevailing in the respecti ve eco no m ies. Farna ( J970) indicates that an e ffic ient market is on e that
reflec ts relevant in fo rmation in the share price. Investor s in thi s case have are obl iga ted to
de te rm ine the intrin sic va lue of the stocks by applying funda me nta l and technical ana lys is (Ross,
1976) . This helps them to know the sens itivity of the stock returns with respect to the










Macroeconomic indicators should be used to measure the strength or weakness of the economy in
a co untry , the most im portant being: infl ati on , money supp ly, interest rates, gros s domestic product
(GDP), exchange rates, indu stri al producti on and fore ign direct investment. It is a fie ld of grea t
interest for inv estors, researchers , academic ians, reg ulators and other relevant govem ment bod ies
to identify the impact of the se macroeconomic factors on sto ck market ret urn s.
1.2 Problem statement
Efforts to forecast the performance of the stock market has attracted a big audience over the years.
The interest in financial markets has led to numerous studies on the subject and di fferent findings
have be en concluded for differ ent markets. The Kenyan economy has witnessed rel ative
macroeconomic stability over the past decade in terms of GDP growth, inflation and crude oil
prices. However oth er fact ors like interest rates and stability of the Shilling/dollar exchange rate.
This growth can be attributed to the growth of major sectors in the Kenyan economy including the
capita l and money markets.
Stock prices should refl ect the ex pectations of the future performance of corporate profit
co ns idering the relati on sh ip between extemal busin ess conditions and exp ected retums (Kuwornu,
20 12). Taking these external business co nditio ns und er the umbrell a of mac ro-econom ic
uncert aint y, investor exp ectat ions about future cash-flows vary resulting in a domino effect on
stoc k prices and eventually stock returns . The predictive power of the macroeconomic factors has
been observe d by var ious studies to change throu gh tim e and the variance is dir ectl y corre lated
wi th stock re turns (Farna, 1977). It howev er becom es appa rent that predi ct ive mod els and pa ths
taken by excess retu rns are ei ther no t popular, and have not been applied in eme rg ing markets such
as the NSE. This study therefore aims to find out the effec tiveness of the multi fac to r models in
pred icting excess returns in an emerging eco nomy (Kenya) w ith a strong emphasis on the
movem ents of the N SE All Sh are Ind ex on its sole bourse.
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1.4 Research objectives
Th e objectives of the study are as fo llows:
J. To de termine whi ch macroecon omic factors are import ant for predi cting stock returns.
1.3 Research questions
The study sought to answer the following questions:
1. What macroeconomic factors are important for predicting stock returns?
1.5 Scope of the study
The proposed research covers the period between January 2009 and January 2016 to give a wide
scope of investigation of monthl y macro-economic changes over time. The research takes into
consideration the effects of economic shocks during the period which may have led to surges in
the economic variables such as oil price shocks. The research uses the market return indicators of
the NSE as captured by the All Share Index and the NSE 20 Share Index. For the risk free asset
returns, the study shall use returns of 91-day Treasury Bills.
1.5 J ustification of the study
Th e limited literature on Kenya's stock market po ses a significant challenge to investors wishing
to mod el their returns in real tim e . Maj or stud ies on recursive modell ing have been carri ed out on
dev eloped markets . Thi s study therefore offers valuable contribution to the limited literature on
the Ken yan mark et by exa mining how applicable a recursive approach us ing macroeconomic
indicators is to investors. It aims to test the predictability of exc ess returns on eme rging frontier
mark ets such as the NSE. The study does not look to determine whe the r predi ctability by use of
recursive models is doable. It aims to determine wh ether it can be a viable alte rnative to other
co m mon forecasting techniques , for instance the random walk .
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2. Literature review
2.1 T heoretica l framework
Various theoretical frameworks have been used by researchers to try linking micrceconomic
va riab les with excess stock market returns. Farna (1970) developed th e Efficient Ma rket
Hypoth esis and Ross ( 1976) cam e up with the Arbitrage Pricing Theorem. In light of the various
macroeconomic variables identified from previous studies, Dropsy (1998) grouped all the
macroeconorruc variables that affect stock returns into three broad categories. The first are
performance variables which include changes in interest rates, inflation rates which are measured
by the Consumer Price Indices and foreign exchange fluctuations appreciation. Second are the
external variables which are essentially beyond the control of the government such as oil pric es .
Finally there are the policy variables which encompass changes in the fiscal and monetary policy.
They can be captured by rates of GDP and growth of money supply for monetary policy
2.2.1 The Efficient Market Hypothesis
It is commonly referred to as the random walk theory, where it assumes that the market prices
should incorporate all publicly available historical information at any given point in time.
Acco rding to Eugene Fama (1970), in an efficient market , on the average, competition will cause
the full e ffects of new information on intrinsic values to be reflected instantaneously in actu al
pric es. He described an efficient mark et as one where prices reflect all available information. 1
agree with thi s statement since making profits from price mo vements that have been predicted
prior to the investment , is highly unlikely since according to the EMH the ory, arr ival o f new
informati on act s as a main factor influencing changes in the stock prices.
2.2.2 The Arbitrage Pricing Theorem
Thi s is ano ther way that can be used to link excess stock market returns to ma croeconomic
variables . It is based on the mean variances framework that develops the Capital As set Pricing
Model (C APM) which is furth er extended to APT after taking into con sideration other sys tema tic
macroecon omic variables. In other words, CAPM is a single factor model whereas APT use s a
multi fac tor ap proa ch to expl ain asset pricing. The macroeconomic factors are den oted with fac tor
specific coefficients that are used . to measure the sensi tiv ity o f the asse ts to each factor. lt is
importa nt to note that two sim ilar item s in an effic ient mark et ca nnot be traded at diff erent pric es.
otherwise arbitrage opportunities would ex ist. Ross (1976) further suggests that the returns on any
stock should be linearl y related to a set of indexes which include ant icipated and unanticipated
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factors. Most of the return realized by investors however, IS the result of the unanticipated
macroeconomic events.
Modern financial theories rely on three main assumptions; investors in the market exploit any
potential arbitrage opportunity, they are rational and that mark ets are highl y efficient. As a
valuation process it also has a set of underlying principles that it is founded on: no arbitrage
principle, linear positive state prices, the law of one price and market completeness. With these
principles, there are two approaches to asset pricing. There is the absolute pricing which involves
pricing an asset by reference to the assets exposure to fundamental sources of macroeconomic risk ,
for example the consumption-based asset pricing. The second approach is the relative pricing
which involves deriving an assets value given the prices of other assets, an example is option
pricing using the Black Scholes framework.
Grossman and Shiller (1981) try to show how historical movements can be justified by new
information. They prove that stock price movements could be attributed to various macroeconomic
factors including interest rate movements. Chen, Roll and Ross (1986) also try to investigate the
impact macroeconomic variables could have on stock prices in the US stock market. They use
vari ous macroeconomic variables as regressors in their multi factor model. They concluded that
industrial production, twists in the yield curve and change in risk premium could be linked to stock
returns . They however found out that consumption market indices and oil prices are not related to
financial markets
Gjerd e and Saeuern (1999) base a similar study in Norway. Their results contradict that of Chen,
Roll and Ross (1986) showing that oil prices and real economic activity hav e a positive relationship
with stock mark et returns. They however failed to show a significant relati on ship between the
stock returns and inflation.
Anothe r study by Fama and Schwert (1977) investigating the relationship between stock returns
and interest rates . They found that periods of high short-t erm interest rates tend to be followed by
lower subse quent stock-market returns . Thi s can be explained by an increase in the SOF as required
rates of return increase. Bhattacharya et. al. (200 I) based their study in Indi a and at tempted to use
the Granger non-c ausality. The aim of their study was to analyze the causal relat ionsh ip and
mac roeconomic vari able s. Their model was based on thre e variable s: exchange rate, trade balance
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and foreign exchange reserves. His resulted concluded that there is no causal link age between
stock mark et returns and the three variables .
Doong et al (20 12) also tried a similar study but based their study on six As ian countries . They
attempted to investigate the relati on sh ip between stocks and exchange rate usin g the Granger
causality test. They concluded that a significantly negati ve relationship existed between the stock
returns and changes experienced in the exchange rate market for all (but one) the countries
included in the study.
Uddin and Allan (2007) on the other hand attempt to examine the linear relationship between share
price and interest rates. They further examine the association between changes of share prices and
changes in interest rates. Their study also included exploring how changes in share pr ices affect
interest rates and vice-versa. Their study was based in the Bangladesh market. Th eir findings show
a negative relationship between interest rates and share price. Changes in the interest rate also
proved to have significant negative relationship with changes in the share price.
Geetha, Mohidin, Chandran and Chong (2011) carry out a study which models the relationship
between the stock market returns, infl ation rat e( expected and unexpect ed), interest rates, GDP
and exchange rates. They based their study in the Malaysia, US and China stock markets. They
apply the cointegration test to inv estigate the number of vectors which cointegrate. This how ever
only proved the relati onship in the long-run. The short-term relationship was determined by
applying the vector error correction (VEC ) mod el. They concluded for all the stoc k markets that
there is a long-run cointeg ration relati onship between stock markets and the macr oeconomic
varia bles applied. The VEC model however prov ed no short run relati onship ex ists between the
stock mark et and the named variables for the Malaysia and US mark et. China 's mark et however
proved that there is a short run relationship between ex pec ted inflation rates and the stock market.
Gay (200 8) focuses his study on Brazil , Russia, Indi a and China . The variab les applied are
exc hange rates and oil pric es for the stated economies . He uses the Box-Je nkins ARIMA mod el.
His findi ngs however show no significant relati onshi p between the respective oil prices and
exc ha nge rate on the stock marke t returns. He develops a conclus ion that the ma rkets under
speculation a wea k form of market efficiency.
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In his study, Mohammad (20 11) examines the impact of both microeconom ic and macroeconomic
va riables on stock mark et retums in Bangladesh . He uses Multiva riate Regression model which he
computes on standa rd OLS form ula and Granger causalit y test. He foc uses on monthly dat a for all
the variables under spec ula tion. The results of the study show that stock retums and inflation
exhi bit a negative relati on ship as we ll as forei gn remittance . The variables that show a positi ve
relationship are growth in market capitalization and Price/Earnings ratio . No unidirectional
Granger causality is however found between the stock returns and any of the variables which are
assumed to be independent. This proves that the market is informally ine fficient.
Also in India, Ray Sarbapriya (2012) studies the relationship between foreign exchange reserves
and stock market capitalization. Results of the simple linear regression model applied and Granger
causality test show that causality unidirectional and it runs from the foreign exchange reserve to
the stock market capitalization. Results also show that the regressors used have a positive impact
on stock market capitalization.
Many studies have shown that excess returns can be predicted by variables such as dividend-
earn ings ratios, eam ings-price ratios and an array of other fin anci al indi cators. It can also be
co ncluded that stoc k retums can be predicted by means of publicly ava ila ble informati on , such as
tim e series dat a on financial and macroeconomic variables with import ant business cycl e
components (Pesaran & Timmermann , 1995). Thi s includes the use of macroeconom ic mod els
using variables such as infl ation, changes in short term interest rate s, changes in industrial
production, monetary growth rates and import ant business cycle component s. Thi s conclusion has
proved to hold across stock markets globa lly and also across different tim e horizon s.
In his paper, Farna (1965) mentions that there has been increasin g interest in testing for stoc k price
behavior. He finds that stock prices follow the random wa lk theo ry and co nc ludes that stock prices
are un pred ictable. Two approaches that have come up for pred icting stoc k price behavior are the
fund amental and techni cal ana lys is . Techn ical ana lysis invo lves designing trading rules to exploit
profi table oppo rtunities imp lied by the pattern s in asset prices. Fundamental ana lysis impli es
predic ting asse t prices by identi fying the underl ying determinants of rates of return. Wh en shoc ks
are app lied to these factor s, a direct effec t is felt on the stock returns wi thin that mark et or eve n on
the globa l mark et.
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Most literature financ e report excess retum regressions estimated on the basis of entire sampl e of
ava ilable observations or on substantial subsamples of the data, which for the purpose of trading,
is inappropri ate. This means that no investor in real ity could have obtained parameter estimates
based on the entire sample . When it com es to the choice of the forecasting mod els to be used, the
same assumption applies. Any ana lysis of stock market predictability tha t focuses on a particular
forecasting mod el, taken as known with certainty over a whole the whole sample period, can be
criticized for ignoring the problem of uncertainty which should be incorporated in all forecasting
models and could impact negatively on investors ' portfolio strategies in "real time". When the
same forecasting model is used over the entire sample period, it inevit abl y raises the possibility
that the choice of the model could have been mad e with the bene fit of hindsight.
Pesaran and Timmermann (1995 ) try to assess the economic significa nce of the predi ctability of
stock returns, explicitly accounting for the forecasting uncertaint y faced by investors who only
have access to historical information. It challenges the assumption that investors historically may
have insight on how spe cific forecast ing models would perform. A mu ch weaker assumption is
made about investors ' beliefs over the sort of business cycle and economic variables thou ght as
being pot entially important in forecastin g stock return s. Based on these beliefs, we assume that
agen ts estab lish a base set of potenti al forecasting variables and, at eac h po int in time, search for
a reasonable model specification , capable of predicting stock returns across this set.
2.3 Empirical review
According to Pesaran and Timmermann ( 1995) , this procedure assumes tha t, at eac h point in time
investors only use histori cally available inform ation to select a model acco rding to mod el selection
criteria that should be predefin ed. The model chose n should then be used to make one period ahead
predictions of excess returns . The recursive forecasts are then app lied in a portfoli o switching
strategy according to which shares or other assets are held depending on the exces s return s
record ed. In this case no target va lue is set. The constraint s however can be set to be positi ve or
negati ve so as to affect the dec ision of the portfoli o manager. Transac tion cos ts are also factored
in. sce narios are created in the models to analyze whether the predictable comp onents in stock
returns can be exp loited econom ica lly net of transaction cost s.
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2.3.1 How to identify predictability of stock returns
Conside ring the price of an asse t at two time periods t and t+h such that h is ve ry sma ll, the
stochastic discount factor , m, would be equal to I (since the interest rate is approximately equal to
0). If the asset's price at tim e t is Pr, the absence of arbitrage impl ies tha t E(Pt+l) = Pl. This implies
that the price of the asset may go up or down but these movements (returns) will be randoml y
distributed: they will follow a random walk. Hence, the price of the asset will be a martingale.
Most studies test Fama's three forms of informational efficiency: the weak, semi-strong and strong
forms . Findings have generally been that there is very little predictability: stock prices generally
follow a random walk. In his PhD dissertation from 1963 proposed three types of tests of the
random walk hypothesis : tests for serial correlation, run tests (tests whether successive price
movements occur so frequently that they cannot be attributed to chance) and filter tests (tests
whether investors can consistently make abnormal profits by specifying their orders in a certain
manner).
A different approach tha t could be taken is the use of event studies. This is based on the theoretical
belief that. if asse t prices incorporate all public information then relevant news should have an
immediate price impact as soon as it is announced but price movem ent s after the announcement
should be rand om . Eve nt studies are affected by the fact that man y factors affect asset prices at the
same time making it difficult to attribute price change s to particular information or events. The
joint hypoth esis probl em also arises as a mod el to conduct the test needs to be specified. The
original study by (Fama, Fisher, Jen sen , & RoIL 1969) studied a stock split and found that,
consistent with theory, the stock price did not exhibit abnormal returns afte r the announcement.
Other studies in this field include those by Asquith and Mullins (1968 ) and Ball and Brown (1968 ).
These studies test wheth er it is possible to predict asse t prices ove r a longer term horizon. They
have to directly confront the joint-hypothesis problem : the results of tests of long term
predictability can indicate whether the asset pricing model is cor rect. They have to directly
confro nt the joint-hypothes is probl em . Th e result s of tests of long term predi ctability can indicate
whether the asse t pricing model is correct.
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On e of the man tests of long term predictability is the use of variance ratio tests studied by Shiller
(1979). The problem tested is the nature of expected market returns in terms of being constant over
time or varying in a predi ctable way.
Pesaran and Timmermann ( 1995) first make an assumpt ion tha t the investor be lieves that sto ck
returns can be predicted us ing a set of macro economic indi ca tors. However the investor does not
know the true form of the underlying specification. With time, the historical observations available
to the investor increase. This causes the investor to modify the forecasting equation or change the
models completely. In this case the investor should be open minded with no bias to any model in
particular.
On the selection oflinear regression models, Pesaran and Timmermann (1995) found that recursive
predictions based on the iP and TCu criteria are equivalent, in the sense that they select the same
model. They both performed better than recursi ve predictions from the model that included all
regressors. This directly translates to the ability of the inv estors to engage in active search
processes in search of adequate forecasting equations rather than being hell-bent on fixed model
specific ations including entire sets of regressors.
The models used in this paper to investigate the econo mic s ignificance of stoc k returns
pred ictability ass umes that investors use historically ava ilab le information according to a
predefined model selecti on . The inv estors then predict one period into the future and switch
between bond s and equities depending on the pred ictions of excess returns. An investor would
hold more stock i f the excess returns are pos itive.
The model selection cr iteria include:
Sta tistical model selection. 11 is based on the likelih ood and usu ally ass igns weights to the
pa rsimo ny and fit of the model which is measured by maximi zin g the log-likelih ood functi on .
Examples of the statistica l model se lection cr iteria are: Akaikes Information Criter ia (AIC) ,
Bayesian Information Crite ria (BIC) AND R2.
Recursive wealth cri terion which maximiz... s the cumul ated wealth obta ined using forecasts from
the model in a sw itching ponfolio.
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Recursive Sharpe criterion which maximizes the ratio of the mean excess returns on port folio ito
its standard deviation.
The measure of directional accuracy. This predicts the switching of the sign of excess retums. An
example is the Sign Criterion (SC ) which maximi zes the proportio n of correc tly predi cted signs.
The model with the highest value for the criterion function is chosen to forecast excess returns at
period 1+1. There are k set of regressors that are used to make one period ahead forecasts ofexcess
returns. The benchmark set of regressors that are incorporated in the models include: dividend
yield, eamings-price ratio, 1-month T-bill rate , 12-month T-bond rate , inflation rate , rate ofchan ge
in industrial output and growth rate in the narrow money stock.
Equation 1: Simple regression model
where: YSPt-1is the dividend yield
EPt-1 is the earnings - price ratio
11 t- 1 is the 1 - month T - bill rate
112t-1 is the 12 - month T - bond rate
T[t- 2 is the inflation rate
!11 Pt-2 is the rate of change in indu strial ou tpu t
f1M t - 2 is the growth rate in the narro w nwney s tock
Excess return s on the stock are computed using the formula:
Equa ti on 2: Excess re turns
Pt + Dt - Pt - 1
P1- 1 - I1 t - 1
W her e: PIis the stock price
D1 is th e div id ends
111- 1 is the 1 - month T - bill rate
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2.4 Recursive predictions of stock returns
We first link movements in stock returns to business cycle indicators. According to (Angas, 1936),
the major determinant of price movements on the stock exchange is the business cycle. Various
studies have suggested reliable variables to be used in the forecasting models that can be
system ati cally linked with stock returns include, short-term int erest rates, long-term interest rates ,
dividend yields, industrial productivity, and rates of inflation within the specified economy,
liquidity measures and company eamings of the specified stock. The variables determine various
sets of benchmarks to be used as regressors over which the search for a satisfactory prediction
model could be conducted by a potential investor.
Pesaran and Timmermann (1995) argue that the efficient market hypothesis is often interpreted as
the impossibility of constructing a trading rule, based on publicly available information, which is
capable of yielding excess profits (discounted at an appropriate risk-adjusted rate). According to
Jensen (1978), a market is efficient with respect to information set Ot if it is impossible to make
economic profits by trading on the basis of information 01. however the theory of predictability
critiques this statement by claiming that it does not guarantee that an investor can earn profits from
a trading strategy based on forecasts made using historical information that is publicly available.
The monthly excess returns do not follow a standard distribution but are considered more
leptokurtic than normal in terms of distribution . Pesaran and Timmermann (1995) find that
predictability of stock returns of a magnitude that can be exploited economically depends on both
the evolution of the business cycle and the shocks experienced in the market. The robustness of
the models however seem to be heavily linked to macroeconomic events .
As a disclaimer for investors, the standard measures of predictive performance may not be reliable
when it comes to the indication of opportunities for profit making. On the other hand investment
strategies based on recursive forecasts or excess returns tend to display far much higher transaction
costs and may not be as profitable as the passive investment strategies when transaction costs are
appropriately taken into account. Thi s means that transaction costs may erode the profits made
from the financial markets.
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3. Methodology
This chapter is set out to explain the methodo logy used to achieve the objectives set out earlier on
in the first chapter. The succeeding section shows how to ident ify explanatory variab les and the
other sec tion identifyi ng the predictive power of the variab les.
3.1 Forecasting
The study first tries to understand the ideology behind conditional expectation. This would be
expressed in the form of
Equation 3: Conditional expecta tion
This means that the expectation of y is taken for time t+ I , on condition that all information is
avai lable up to and inclusive of tim e t(OI). Excess returns foll ow a random wal k, hence the zero
mean white noise process for the optimal mean is equal to zero and is given as,
Equation 4: White noise process
Since the forecasting is based on real tim e analysis with minimal usage of hindsight , it will need
a model with a finit e mem ory but one that is capable of giving us a historic mean value. One
model that would be viab le is the autoregress ive rI] moving average rI] (ARMA [I, I ]) process,
with lags ex tending up to one prev ious (financ ial) period only. The reason behind this is, we are
implyin g that todays va lues of para me ters de term ine the va lues of tom orrow since we are
forecasting in real time. Let'/;.) indicate the forecasting mode l made using ARMA [I , I ] at time t
for I step into the future for a series )'. a forecas t function is used to generate the forecasted
va lues . Typically it can be written in the form
1 1
[1,1 = I ai!U- i + I bj U 1+1- j
;= 1 j=l
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Whe re ft,1 = Yt +s, S :::; 0; llt +l = 0, S > 0
And a: and bJ are the autoregress ive and moving average coeffici ent s resp ect ively. The moving
ave rage component has a memory of length I and can be represented as
Equation 6: Moving average component
Yt+l = fl + 8t + flt
The constancy of the parameters over time is assumed meaning if the relationship
aforementioned holds at tim e t, it will also hold at time t+ 1, t+ 1, t+3, t+4 ,.. ., t+n for n periods.
The study still holds the assumption that one period is in reference to a financial period, hence
the model can used through multiple peri ods repeatedly or repeatedly. At time t+ 1 the forec ast
will be
Equation 7: Moving (/I't!t"(/g e m odel
Thi s linear combinati on of disturbanc e terms is used to forecast for y, one step ahead and made
at time 1. the values of the error terms at time t+ I are unknown given we have information only
up to tim e t. E(Yt+llD.t) = 0 since J.lt+l is unknown at time t. all forecasts more than one period
ahead collapse to the intercept except for the constant term.
The study will however only adopt an autoreg ress ive process for our modeJJing strategy so as to
rely on the benefit o f hind sight as much as possibl e. The purpose of the AR [1] process can be
derived from the fact that the stochas tic element that is charact erized by stock returns can be
hardly ign ored. The autoreg ress ive process can be written as an estima te in the form
Equal ion 8: .:uuorcgressiv« CII JI1j10 I1t' lI l
Yt + l = J.I + 0 1Y t + flt
It also assume s here the stability of the parameters. This makes the production of one step ahead








then develops ft+l ,l given expectations to the previous equation are applied . It will therefore
come up with
Equation 1.) : ..J UltJr <,g r ess i n ' niodel
It will then try to break down the y. function.
3.2 Recursive modelling
This section focuses on understanding y, function and breaking down regressors. Rates of return
are regressed against lagged values of a stochastic explanatory variable (Harrison et al., 2005).
Three such significant and predetermined models were highlighted by Keim and Stambaugh
(1986). Simulation of the forecasting model is done by first establishing a set of regressors over
which a search is to be conducted to determine the functional form of the estimated models as well
as the criteria used to select particular regression models. The same set of base regressors may fail
to be re-used to construct intertemporal forecasting equations due to the restrictiveness they cause
in the inclusion of new variables in the future, this is because future relevant variables cannot be
known a priori. Expanding the number of base regressors on the other hand does not solve the
problem as it reduces the computational feasibility of the model through having a multiplier effect
on the number of models that would need to be recursively estimated according to the frequency
of the data points (in our case mothly). The main advantage of using a recursive modelling
technique for data that exhibits large periods of non-stationary behavior is that it allow the
forecasting model to change through time.
3.3.1 Model]
The study uses the difference between the long-term low grade corporate bonds and short-term
T-Bills as the first variable. The yield is stayed on a monthly basis hence it has to be divided by
12. It is normally used since it is believed to be a representation for changes in expected risk
prermums.
The other vari able to be regre ssed in this model is
Equati on iii . I"lI ri, ;I,, " 1 iii th« \ S F. \1 iih < h ," i.'2. , .' i ll <,x/1<,(/"d [i u ure disc.nuu rutes
_ log{NSEt - 1 1_ }
/ NSEt - 1
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Where NS Et-1 is the benchmark index and is equal to the deflated level of the index at time t-l ,
using con sumer price inde x. The denominator on the other hand represents the long run level which
is the mean of the end 0 f year real index ove r the period of data coll ection pri or to t-I. Thi s variable
is sign ificant in tha t it reJlects the variation in the NSE with changes in expected fu ture discount
rates or excess returns.
The other variable tries to capture the small firms which comprise of the most volatile element in
the stock market. These firms exhibit the greatest ex-post sensitivity to overall change in expected
risk premiums in that they are characterized by a risk premium that has the highest volatility. This
variable howe ver has no trend that can be detected, but it captures the variation in small stock
pnces.
3.3.2 Model 2
This is our main model. The recursive model will use an econometric forecasting model. The
regressors that seem to be the most recursive in forecasting models in that they are significant and
rele vant in most financi al and economic literature are employed. This can be illustrated in the
second chapt er by equation I .
3.3.3 Model selection
The R-Squared , Adjusted R-Squared Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) Akaike (1 973) and
Schwarz' s Bayesian Information Criterion (Bl 'C) Schwarz (1978 ) are mod el selection crit eria . In
addition, the t statistic s of particular variables will be con sidered for economic interp retation.
These model selection cr iter ia will be used to test for the best "fit" . The study will take a recursive
approach hence the regression is conducted through the period and rolled over.
The study wi ll then use Ale and the R2 va lues that result from the recursive model s to comment
on the predi ctability of excess returns on the NSE stock based on regression statistics coverin g the
entire study peri od. The values will also be used to select the model specification that best predicts
the excess returns. They ass ign different weights to the "pars imo ny" and " fit" of the models. The
fit is measured by the maximu m va lue of the log -like lihood func tion and the pars imo ny by the
number of freely estima ted coeffic ients. Pesaran and Timmermann (1995) also implies on the
importance of model sele ction based on a measure of directional acc uracy, this is gro unded on the
ass ump tion that inves tors in practic e are interest ed in pred icting the sw itches in the sign of the
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excess retum function and not necessarily the magnitude of the changes in the excess retums. It is
for this reason that we derive the sign criterion .
3.3 Selection of Explanatory Variables
The significa nt variables identified by Pesaran and Timmerm ann ( 1995) and arc applicable to the
NSE include: inflation, growth in the gross domestic product (GOP) , exchange rate (USD-KES)
,dividend yield, PE ratio, 3-month treasury bills, 10 year Treasury bond and growth of money
stock. The study intends to test the robustness of these variables in predicting the retum on the
equity market index. The study will mainly focus on significant variables in the Kenyan economy.
As witnessed however, by the many studies on predictability of stock retums, financial theory only
provides little guidance for which state variables should have predictive power over excess retum
especially in emerging economies. Finance theories suggest that markets with risk averse agents,
stock retums vary with the state of the business cycle (Balvers et al., 1990)
Angas (1936) identifies the major determinants of price movements on most emerging markets in
Africa as long term interest rates, dividend yields, industrial production, liquidity measures and
infl ati on rates. However, Kirui , Wawire and Onono, (2014) find that for the NS E, the most
significant variables affecting stock retums are exchange rates and inflation.
The study will remove some variables based on the ir likelihood to hav e a significant contributi on
to the model and pot ential obedience to Ordinary Least Squares regression. The likelihood will be
measured usin g the correlation of each variable with the explained variable. For the OLS
reg ress ion, the study will reduce the potential for multi-collinearity as signa led by a variance-
covariance matrix of the explanatory variables. Based on these criteria, some variables will be
dropped.
Cons ider the conve ntiona l pn cin g relati onship in which the pn ce of an asset tom orrow is
determined by determined by the inv estors ' expec tations of that pric e (given the information they
hold today) in additi on to a random error term:
Ec uot ion 11 : Con dit ionoi Exoecio tion
Pt+l = E [Pt+ 1 I.o.] + et +1
This im pli es that the only inform ation that is incorp orated into the return at tim e t is the informati on
that is available at tim e t-I. Predi cti ve regression of non-stationary var iables may also prov e
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di fficult to interpret. Due to this , the use oflags is consistent with economic theory . Th erefore the
regression mod el will incorpo rate lagged va lue s of explanator y varia bles to add stationarit y and in
co nsideration of Lo and Mackinlay (1987) we mak e an assumption of a less stationa ry stance by
predi cting one period ahead returns. The study assumes a linear mod el.
Equotion 12 : Linear regression Mode l
, Where t = 1,2, .. . , t-l
Where: M is the return on the market index
0.0 is a constant term
b, is the coefficient ofthe ith explanatory variable
x is the value ofthe ith exp lanatory variable
e is a randomly distributed error term (e-N(O.cl)
3.4 Data sources
Publi shed time series data were sourced from the Nairobi Securities Exchange Limited (NSE)
datab ase s. Ken ya Statistical Abstracts, Kenya N ati onal Bureau of Statistics (KN BS) and the
Centra l Bank of Kenya (CBK).
3.5 Assu mptions
The main assumpti on in the study is that pric es , significantl y refl ect all available information and
that rati onal ex pe cta tions by inv estors exist. The intuition that under lies the theoretical model
arises from the ma ximizati on of wealth for a rat ional investor. This however goes beyond the
precipice of maximizati on of utility whereby the study assu mes that both the rati on al and
sophis ticated investor will look for god trad es co ntinuous ly and will not ge t sa tisfied afte r a number
of successful profits.
Given that the study covers data from a Ken yan context pri or to the presence ofderivat ive markets,
we assume the ab senc e of sho rt se lling and that investors are not ab le to sue leverage when
select ing their portfol io. The final assumption is that we take acco unt of exis tence of 10\\ ' or
medium transacti on costs to find out whe ther the predi ctab le eleme nts in sto ck returns are




4.1.1 Unit root tests
Under the first recurs ive model conducted , the variable "deflated index" was found to be
statistica lly significant upon differencing once; bond spread was stati stically significant upon the
inclusion of a one lag; and small firms was found to be statistically significant upon differencing
once.
Under the second model, the variable 10 year treasury bond was statisticall y significant for a unit
root test with a trend and intercept, upon fir st differencing; GDP growth was also found to be
statistically significant, the rest of the variables recording statistical significance being growth of
money stock and infl ation.
4.1.2 Johansen tests of Cointegration
The main purpose of running these tests is to ascertain the credibility of the variables proposed by
finance and eco nomic theory, by testing whether they at all possess any long run relationship
before we develop our forecasts.
Under Modell , the study finds that there may be at most three cointegratin g relationships at the
5% significa nce level, with evidence suggesting that there may be at least one cointegrating
relatio nship between the variab les at the same level of significance.
Under Model 2, the study finds that there may be at most 4 co integrating relationships at the 5%
significance level, with ev idence sugges ting that there may be at least one cointegrating
relati onshi p between the variables at the same level of significa nce.
4.1 Model performance
The above mode ls were the best performing for ea ch stock . They had the highest R-squ ared values
and recorded significantly low Root Mean Square d Error. However with more variab les added to
the model. the forecasting power red uced for all model s based on the adj usted R-Squared criteria
which pen alizes R-Squared for the additional regressors which do not contribute to the explanatory
power of the model.
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Upon testing for serial correlation, we reject the null hypothesi s of no serial correlation between
the residuals of the variables for five models . This leav es the index returns as the best model with
signifi cant variables for our study .
Based on the data utilized for the study , the variables had weak explanatory powers. The r-squared
values for all the models were below 20%, implying that the mode ls could only acc oun t for less
than 20% of the vari ation in excess return. As a consequence of the low explanatory power of
individual variables as well as the generated models, predicted values for excess returns were
bound not to be a good fit to the actual. The Alkaline Information Criterion and the Bayesian
Information Criterion produce the same outcome. Tabular results of this model can be summarized
in the table 1
Dependent Variable: INDEX_RETURNS
Method : Stepwise Regression
Date: 10/13/16 Time: 09:42
Sample (adjusted) : 2009M02 2016M01
Included observations: 84 after adjustments
Number of always included regressors: 1
Number of search regressors: 6
Select ion method : Swapwise - Max R-squared
Number of search regressors: 3
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.*
C 19.87061 7.063416 2.813173 0.0062
GOP GROWTH -0.824508 0.254043 -3.245544 0.0017
ER_USDKES -0.172447 0.078145 -2.206760 0.0302
MONEY_GROWTH 0.397630 0.563904 0.705138 0.4828
R-squared 0.191802 Mean dependent var 1.008565
Adjus ted R-squared 0.161495 S.D. dependent var 5.598974
S.E. of regress ion 5.126976 Aka ike info criterion 6.153357
Sum squared resid 2102.871 Schwarz criterion 6.269 110
Log likelihood -254.4410 Hannan-Quinn criter. 6.199889
F-stat istic 6.328562 Durbin-Watson stat 2.360520
Prob(F-stat istic) 0.000661
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Tabl e 1: Test results summary
4.2 Regression and forecasts
The study employs AR (12) and MA (12) components into the regression estimates given that the
data is monthly. This is because of existence of lower order correlations between the first II AR
and MA terms resulting from the frequency of the data.
Under Model 1, the study finds all variables as statistically significant with the model being
specified as follows:
Equation 13: Model 1 Regression
dNSE = -8540.98 - 3663.10SF - 45116.89bs - 0.5846Lresidl + 0.7845ar(l2) -
0.9578ma(12)
where: SF is small firms
bs is bond spread
Upon checking for serial correlation, the study fails to reject the null hypothesis of no serial
correlation, as it finds a probability value of 0.1207 at 5% significance interval.
Forecast
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The forecast falls between the two stand ard deviations of the forec ast as shown by figure 1,
indicating a sati sfactory predicti ve power of the models at the 95% confi denc e interval. The result s
indicate that the actua l and the forecasted returns move closel y given the Ro ot Mean Squared EITor
01' 5.171742.
Under Model 2, the study finds the following variables in the regression , with the exception of the
AR and MA terms to be significant. The model is specified as follows
Equity value = 7691.36 - 2623.32money + 5473.88 inf +4114.24GDP + 0.2658Lresidl
+ 0.7112ar(12) - 0.9961ma(12)
Upon checking for serial correlation, the study fails to reject the null hypothesis of no serial
correlation between the residuals of the variables, as it finds a probability value of 0.1207 at 5%
significance interval.
Forecast
Figure 2: Forecast under Model 2
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The for ecast falls between the two standa rd deviations of the forecas t as shown by figur e 2,
indicating a satisfactory predicti ve power of the models at the 95'Yoconfidenc e interval. The result s










The study attempted to establish the viability ofrecursive modelling and foreca sting techniques in
predicting stock returns using movements in macroeconomic factors. The stud y used different
models with different combinations of variables to find the model with the highest explanatory
power. All the variables were included in running the regressions and the best combination selected
for each model given a certain number of variables are required in a given model. The major
assumption to this effect was that the best combination was characterized by the highest R-squared.
The study used six models in the end to make comparisons of performance in predicting the
dependent variable. The model that engaged exchange rates , growth in money stock and GDP
growth was indeed the most powerful and reliable.
5.1 Recommendations for future study
Market agents may significantly benefit from future studies that aim to establish the variables that
have the highest power in modelling and predicting stock returns. If the core factors are
established, future model to model comparison of the performance of static and dynamic forecasts
may yield more conclusive evidence of the superiority of one over the other. As at now their use
would depend largely on the information that an investment manager seeks to obtain.
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